INTRODUCTION
Seasonally observed economic time series often display persistent changes in seasonal uctuations. A class of models which is able to describe such patterns is the autoregressive time series process with seasonal unit roots. In a frequency domain such processes exhibit spectral poles at seasonal frequencies. Given the current focus on seasonal cointegration (e.g., Lee, 1992; Engle, Granger, Hylleberg, and Lee, 1993) and model based seasonal adjustment procedures (see sections 12{14 of Hylleberg, 1992; Breitung, 1994) , it is important that one can rely on adequate test statistics for such roots in univariate processes. Hylleberg, Engle, Granger, and Yoo (1990) henceforth: HEGY] and Beaulieu and Miron (1993) employ an autoregressive framework to account for a serial correlations of the errors.
Since the empirical performance of the tests critically depends on an appropriate lag augmentation of the auxiliary model (cf. Ghysels, Lee, and Noh, 1994; Hylleberg, 1995) it is desirable to consider a semi-parametric approach in the spirit of Phillips and Perron (1988) and Schmidt and Phillips (1992) . An obvious advantage of such an approach is that we need not to assume that the data is generated by an autoregressive model with known order as in, e.g., HEGY. Using the score approach suggested in Schmidt and Phillips (1992) the regressions need not include seasonal dummies and a time trend. Furthermore, this approach can be shown to be robust against particular forms of structural breaks (Amsler and Lee, 1995) .
When testing for integration at a frequency 0 < ! < , the implied hypothesis is two-dimensional. This means that the test regression involves two regressors for the same frequency. We show that the Wald test for the joint hypothesis is asymptotically equivalent to a linear combination of the squared t-statistics from two bivariate regressions. Thus, a simple nonparametric correction of the joint test is obtained from correcting the corresponding tstatistics. While most of the literature is concerned with tests at quarterly frequencies, our results apply to tests at any given frequency. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we outline the testing problem and provide details of the relevant null and alternative hypotheses. We show that the test statistics can be based on simple regression models involving only one or two variables. In section 3, the score type test statistics is derived. The asymptotic theory for the bivariate regression problem is considered in section 4, and in section 5 a Wald type test for the joint hypothesis is suggested. Section 6 presents some results concerning the small sample properties of the new test and section 7 concludes. All proofs can be found in the appendix.
THE TEST PROBLEM
Let fZ t g (t = 0; 1; 2; . . .) be a seasonal time series with S seasonal periods.
It is assumed that the \seasonal di erences" admit the (Wold) representation y t = (1 ? L S )Z t = + u t ; t = 1; 2; . . . ; T; (1) where is an unknown constant and u t is an unobserved random variable. The model implies that the expectation of Z t is of the form
where m jt is a dummy variable with m jt = a j for (t ? 1)mod S + 1 = j and m jt = 0 otherwise. Similar deterministics are considered, e.g., in HEGY and Beaulieu and Miron (1993) . For the random sequence fu t g we make the following assumption:
Assumption 1: u t is generated by a stationary process with u t = t +c 1 t?1 + c 2 t?2 + = c(L) t , 1 P i=1 jc i j < 1, and f t g is a white noise sequence with E( t ) = 0, E( 2 t ) = 2 > 0 and E( 4 t ) < 1 for all t.
This assumption may be relaxed in order to allow for more general error processes. Here we use the stationarity assumption because such a framework facilitates the interpretation in a frequency domain.
With respect to representation (1) it may be the case that the series is \overdi erenced" in the sense that the application of the seasonal di erence operator (1 ? L S ) imposes unit roots on the lag polynomial c(L). The roots of j1 ? z S j = 0 are of the form z = e iw with ! = 2 =S ( = 1; . . . ; S).
For even S, which we will assume in the following, the pairs (! ; ! S? ) are associated with complex conjugate roots for = 1; . . . ; (S=2 ? 1), while the roots corresponding to ! S=2 = and ! S = 2 are real. Accordingly, we factorize the seasonal di erence lter as
where r (L) = 8 < :
1 ? L for = 0 1 ? 2 cos(! )L + L 2 for = 1; 2; . . . ; S=2 ? 1 1 + L for = S=2 : Under the null hypothesis we assume that Z t is integrated at frequency ! , i.e., the factor r (L) is necessary to obtain a bounded spectrum at ! . More precisely, we will employ the following de nition of integration at frequency ! :
De nition: A series fZ t g is ( rst order) integrated at frequency 0 ! if x t = r (L)Z t possesses a spectral density f x (!) with 0 < f x (! ) < 1.
Similar de nitions were suggested by HEGY, Phillips and Solo (1992) , and Gregroir and Laroque (1993) . Under the alternative hypothesis it is assumed that Z t has a bounded spectrum at ! so that the application of the lter r (L) to Z t yields f x (! ) = 0.
To obtain a simple test of the hypothesis that Z t is integrated at frequency ! we write 
The case of testing against integration at frequency zero is considered by Schmidt and Phillips (1992) . In the following section we consider the asymptotic theory for the case 0 < ! .
ASYMPTOTIC THEORY FOR THE BI-VARIATE REGRESSION
In this section we analyze the asymptotic properties of the least squares estimator of l in the regressioñ y t = l e Y t?l +ũ t ;
where usually l = 1 or l = 2. As will become apparent below, the asymptotic theory for such bivariate regressions can be used to derive the limiting distribution of a test based on the multiple regression (6). In order to consider the asymptotic properties of the least squares estimator it is convenient to introduce the \vector of seasons notation", where we stack the seasonal periods of a year into a vector. To do this we explicitly indicate the year by n = 1; . . . ; N and the seasonal period by s = 1; . . . ; S, so that u t is equivalent to u n;s and e Y t is equivalent to e Y n;s . For convenience we assume that the sample period starts at n = 1, s = 1 and ends at n = N, s = S. De ne the S 1 vector u(n) = u n;1 ; . . .; u n;S ] 0 and the multivariate partial sum process U(n) = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 If fu t g is a white noise sequence with E(u t ) = 0 and E(u 2 t ) = 2 the 
Using these results, the limiting distribution of the tests based on the least squares estimator of l in (7) are presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Assume that y t can be represented as in (1) Ghysels et al. (1994) and Engle et al. (1993) . The results of Theorem 1 can be generalized to models with correlated errors. In this case the limiting distributions of the test statistics~ l and t~ l depend on nuisance parameters. In order to derive the limiting distribution of the tests statistics the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 2: Let u t = c(L) t with spectral density f u (!) < 1 for 0 ! 2 . There exists a decomposition u t = v t +x t such that v t is white noise with V ar(v t ) = 2 f u (! ) and X t = P t?1 j=0 j x t?j has a bounded spectral density for 0 ! .
It is important to note that v t may be correlated with x t+k for some k 2 Z Z. If the spectral density of u t has a global minimum at ! , then an orthogonal decomposition is possible. Furthermore, it is obvious that such a decomposition is not unique. For our purpose it is su cient to know that at least one valid decomposition exists. It is not necessary to construct the series v t and x t empirically.
From Lemma 2 it follows that 
In practice the unknown quantities f u (! ) and % l have to be replaced by consistent estimates. The spectral density can be estimated by applying an appropriate window, e.g., 
The following lemma will be helpful to derive the limiting distribution of the test statistic: As a consequence, the limiting distributions of^ 2 and (^ 1 ;^ 2 ) do not depend on the frequency ! while the limiting distribution of^ 1 depends on ! . Similar results using a di erent representation of the limiting distributions are obtained by Ahtola and Tiao (1992) . It also interesting to note that for the special case ! = =2 the Wald statistic has the same asymptotic distribution as (t 2^ 1 + t 2^ 2 ) which was already noticed by Engle et al. (1993) . 
SMALL SAMPLE PROPERTIES
In this section we report some results on the small sample properties of the new test. The data is generated according to Z t = Z t?4 + u t ;
where the short term dynamics of u t is generated by the MA(1) process u t = t ? t?1 . For = 1 and 6 = 1 the process is integrated at the frequencies ! 2 f0; =2; g. To apply the test procedure of HEGY, the MA(1) process for the errors is approximated by an AR process of su cient order. For the subsequent simulations we consider AR(4) and AR(8) approximations. These test are labeled as HEGY(4) and HEGY(8). In the nonparametric estimates of f u (! ) and % l we use the Newey-West weighting scheme with m = 4 and m = 8. For a test at frequency we use the statistic Q(t~ 1 ) de ned in (13).
As shown in Theorem 1, ?Q(t~ 1 ) has the same asymptotic distribution as the Dickey-Fuller t-statistic for a test at frequency zero without an intercept. Accordingly, we apply the critical values given in Fuller (1976) . For a test at ! = =2 we use the modi ed Wald statistic (m) given in (17), where the truncation lag is given in parentheses. For all simulations we set T = 100, the nominal signi cance level is 0.05 and 5000 Monte Carlo replications are used.
insert table 2 about here Table 2 presents the empirical sizes of the tests at frequency and =2. The data are generated by (18) with = 1. Letting = 0 we observe a moderate size bias for both test procedures. Since the critical values for the tests are obtained without the augmentation for correlated errors, such di erences between the actual and the nominal signi cance level may occur (e.g. Cheung and Lai, 1995) . For 6 = 0 we are able to assess the ability of the tests to correct for correlated errors. From the results presented in table 2 it emerges that for moderate values of an AR(4) approximation is su cient for the HEGY test.
When testing at frequency ! = it is seen from table 2 that the test based on t 1 is heavily biased if the MA parameter tends to ?1. This observation corresponds to the problems of the Phillips-Perron test at frequency zero when the MA parameter comes close to 1 (e.g. Schwert 1989). In both cases the MA polynomial yields a \near cancellation" of the relevant factor from the autoregressive polynomial so that the series appear to be stationary at the frequency under test. For the Wald statistic at frequency =2 such a problem does not occur in our simulations. The size bias is moderate even if the MA parameter is large in absolute value. However, one may construct special MA(2) processes for the errors which involve the same size problems for frequencies 0 < ! < .
insert table 3 about here Table 3 presents the power of the tests against alternatives with j j < 1.
Due to the size distortions for ! = and < 0 we con ne ourselves to the case = 0:5 for which the size bias is small at both frequencies. From the simulation results it emerges that the semi-parametric variants are much more powerful than the HEGY test procedure. The reason is that the power of the HEGY test deteriorates rapidly with an increasing augmentation lag. Thus, in cases when a large autoregressive order is necessary to approximate the process, a low power of the test is expected. In contrast, the power of the semi-parametric tests is only marginally a ected by choosing a large truncation lag m.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Following Schmidt and Phillips (1992), we consider score type tests for integration at seasonal frequencies. Since the resulting test statistics are asymptotically equivalent to linear combinations of two squared t-statistics from bivariate regressions, the asymptotic theory is based on the analysis of a simple regression problem. In order to account for serially correlated errors, a nonparametric correction similar to the one suggested by Phillips and Perron (1988) is used. In a limited Monte Carlo investigation we found that our tests share the well known merits and de ciencies of unit root tests involving nonparametric correction for short run dynamics. While they are able to outperform tests using a parametric correction based on an autoregressive approximation with respect to power, the semi-parametric tests may su er from a tremendous size bias is some (empirically relevant) cases. Hence such tests cannot be recommended for general use. However, if the parametric tests require a high augmentation lag, which is often the case when using monthly data, the semi-parametric variants are an attractive alternative because the power of the test is more robust to the choice of the truncation lag. and the asymptotic distribution of (^ 1 ;^ 2 ) follows.
Proof of Lemma 4
The expressions for^ 1 and^ 2 follow immediately from (21). Using these approximations for^ 1 and^ 2 in (22) and a little algebra gives the desired result. Table 2 .
